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Assessing Vulnerability of Bridges to Floods

EMMETT M. LAURSEN

ÀBSTRACT

The capacity of both new ånd old bridges to
withstand scour. at their foundations and any
other flow phenomena that could lead to
failure needs to be exa¡nined. The problêm
is so¡newhat dífferent ín the two cases be-
cause a new bridge åhoula be designed for
the raaximun flood to be expeeted, and there
is anple opportunity Ín the design process
to suggest foundations--or even brÍdge con-
figurations--that may lead to safer, less
costly briilges. Making existing bri¿lges
less vulnerable is likely to be difficult,
awkward, and costly. Hogrever, even old
bridges can be valuable--as can be dis-
covered after they are lost--but the cost of
renedial measures for the maxi¡nu¡n expected
flood may be more than can be justified. The
prediction of scour at bridge foundations is
a three-step procedure: (a) the establish-
¡nent of the flood nagnitude-freguency rela-
tionship, (b) the conceptuaLization and
analysis of the flow characteristics of
floods that might occur during the life of
the bridge, ,and (c) the prediction of scour.
The first step needs evidence of the maximun
flood that should be expectedi the second
step is the rnost dífficult as a general
rule; the third step is likely to raÍse
guestions about scour that have not yet been
ansr¡ereil adêquately. As a result of the
Silver Bridge failure, visual exarnination of
bridges for structural íntegrity has becone
routlne. Despite occasional spectacuLar
fail-ures like the Interstate bridge in Con-
necticut, there are probably more briilges
lost in floods than fron structuräl inade-
quacy. The assess¡nent of the vulnerability
of existing bridges to floods is also needed
and would pay dividends. Recent research,
sponsored by the Àrizona Departrnent of
Transportation and the FEWÀ, has resulted ín
relatíonships for predicting the scour at
the toe of a vertical wall an¿l at the toe of
a sloping sill. On the basis of the depth
of scour, the structural form, and the ease
of adding to the sill structure if need be
in the future, the sloping sill is the pre-
ferred solution. Recent unsponsored student
research índicates that the prevíous solu-
tion for sizing riprap was too conservative.
Both of these studies are aids to the engi-
neer seeking ways to nake existing bridges
Iess vulnerable.

Bridges are expensive. Moreover, bridges are vital
links in our transportatíon system, and our trans-
portation syste¡n is a vital part of our economic
¡nachine. It would seem obvious, therefore, that we
can spend as ¡núch to ensure against the possible
failure of a brídge as the cost associate¿l rrith the
failure times the probability of the failure. Usu-
ally it will be found that the bridge ls so expen-
slve, and the added cost of being sure it will not
fail. is so little, that just saving the bridge is

sufficient justification for designing for the ¡¡axi-
mun flood truly to be expected (1). rÉe rnagnitude
of the naximurn¡ limíting flood used for design pur-
poses depends on the sltuation. The spillway design
flood for a dam located just above a densely popu-
lated area will probably be as large as there is any
evidence it cân be. For a bridge, the maxi¡num can
be reduced to be comparable to the largest flood
that hâs happened in the region and that can be.
expected to happen again.

To say that a bridge should not fail Q) ls not
to say that traffic will be naintained or that the
approach embankments will not fail. These are sepa-
rate questions. If the econornic (or political) cost
of traffic delay is not nuch, perhaps the bridge
should be designed as an overfloe structure. Eighr¡ay
embankment is conparatively cheap and can be re-
placed quickly. The acceptable rj.sk of failure for
the approach embankrnents might well be greater than
that for the bridge itsel-f.

AlI too often the rlsk of failure is evaluâted as
the probability of an event happening one or nore
times during the life of the structurei this prob-
ability turns out to be eguat to unity tninus the
probability of nonoccurrence (becausê the surn of the
probabilities of nonoccurrence, once-and-on1!-oñêê¡
twice-and-only-twice, and so forth is unity). This
is correct for a catastrophy after which the bridge
is not to be rebuíIt. But it is incorrect for recur-
ring loss if the bridge ís to bê rebuilt. For re-
curring loss, the risk of failure should be eval-
uated as the product of the life of the structure
times the probability of occurrence of the event in
any I year. The difference ln the two nethoda is
small if that product is 0.1 or lesa, but becomes
quite extrerne if one considers designing a cuLvert,
for exa¡np1e, for a l0-year flood if the culvert is
supposed to function for 50 years.

Thís raises the questions of the value of the
bridge over its life and the probability of occur-
rence of a flood of a given rnagnitude. The ansners
to both can be off by a factor of t!ro. The optimun
of the total expeeted cost curve (the sum of initial
cost and probable loss) is so flat that one solution
is not nuch better or worse than another as shown in
Figure l. oesigning rnore or less conservatively cân
be justifieil on the basís of other losses on the one
hand¡ or other societal neetls on the other.

Both new bridges and oltl britlges neetl to havê
their vulnerabitity to floods assessed. The differ-
ence between the tno cases is found in what can be
done about the situation if there is vulnerability.
Engineering deslgn is, as a rule, an iterative pro-
cedure of assumption, analysis, appralsal, reassurnp-
tion, reanalysis, and so forth until an acceptable
solution is obtained. The hydraulic engineer should
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be a ne¡nber of the deslgn team from the beginning to
the en¿I. He or she should have a voice in deterrnin-
ing the location of the bridge; some locations can
be nuch better than others fron a hydraulic view-
point. The hydraulic engíneer should approve the
final design as a final âssessnent of the vulnera:
bility of the bridge. The finat solution will not
necessarily be the best solution from a hydraulic
standpoint, but the hydraulics of the final solution
can be important. During the design proceas, there
should be an ínterplay between the various require-
nents of function, structure, aesthetics, and hy-
draulics. For exanple, if a safety factor is re-
guired in the design of a pile foundaton, it would
be nuch better fron a scour standpoint to ¡nake the
pil€s longer than to reguire more piles. or, if
debris is anticipated (and it shoulil be), wiilety
spaceil columns for a pier woulcl be preferable to
closely spaced columns; incleed, a solicl pier night
be preferable to closely spaced columns.

New bridges can probably alyrays be rnade safe by
making the foundations a little bit deeper. À little
bit (conparatively) is enough because the nagnitude
of the flood that has twice the return interval is
not double, the flow depth of a flooil of tv¡ice the
discharge is not double, and the scour ¿lepth for
twice the depth of flow is not ¿louble. A foundation
is requiretl for a bridge even if lt is not over a
river. The added cost of rnaking the bridge safe
during the naxi¡num flood to be expected is a smal1
fraction of the cost of the bri¿lge. This is why the
best hydraulic solution is not necessarí1y thê .be6t
overall solution in the design of a particular
bridge and why vulnerable brldges can sel¿lom be
j ustified.

Old bridges present a different problen than do
new bridges for several reâsons. First of all, there
are many nore of theni second, their renainíng life
is li¡níted and their value nay be alsoi and last,
decreasing their vulnerability is likeLy to be more
costly íf lt is feasible at all.

In the afternath of the faílure of the Silver
Bridge over the Ohio River, the inspection of
bridges for structural integrity and traffic safety
and adequacy has beco¡ne routine. Much can be seen
in a visual inspection and, if deemed pruilenÈ, mea-
surenents can be na¿lê and analyses can be performed
to evaluate the safety, integrity, and adequacy of
the structure. In respect to the vulnerability of
the bridge to floods, seeing is only a small part of
the assessment procedure requirecl. A hydraulic
engineer nust predict \dhat scour and what lateral
forces could occur and a foundation engineer tnust
predict whether the foundations are adeguate for
these conditions. If alt old bridges over rivers
are to be included in an inspection program, more
than a few people will be needecl. Do all brfdges
need to be included? An exanple of a little, old
briilge in Arizona is illustrative. This 7?-ft bridge
Ìras built in 1929 on the highway between.Tucson and
Nogales. Eventually it was used to carry a frontage
road of the Interstate because it, like several
other slmilar bridges, vras stiII serviceable for
this purpose. Nothing happened to the bridge until
1968 when one abutnent settled about a foot during a
100-year flood. For repair, the brlilge was jacked
up and concrete was poured for a new bridlge seat.
Then in 1978 another 10O-year floocl occurred, and
the three piers and four spans went down. One eval-
uation of the value of thls almost-s0-year-old
bridge would be the cost of the bridge that was
built to replace it (several hundred thousand dol-
lars). Old bridges should not.necessarily be ex-
cluded fro¡n a program of re-evaluation.

Certainly not aII old bridges, or even all
bridges, need to be evaluated. Bridges scheduled
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for demolítion for whatever reason, or which are
virtually worthless ancl are left sÈanding for minor
convenience, anil bridges whose fou¡rdations are on
rock or out of the reach of the river and whose
superstructures are above floodrdaters and debris are
not part of the probLem. There are still many exíst-
ing bri.dges that need to have their vulnerability to
floods assessed. As late as 1970 in response to a
questlon about scour preclictions, 67 of. 97 engineer-
ing organizatíons said that they used engineering
judgnent, Ii¡nited the flosr velocity, or made no
preclictions or they did not reply (3). That more
bridges tlo not fatl is probabty due to the conserva-
tis¡n of foundation engineers in their evaluation of
soil properties and soil-structure interaction.
Iloy¡ever, they are probably as prone to use norê
piles than they think are really necessary as they
are to use longer piles.

Because there are so many bridges, the evaluation
of existing bridges needs to be a tvro-part effort.
First, a quick check shoulil be nade of all bridges
(starting with the nost inportant, the nost usê¿|,
the most expensive) to divicle tbem into three
groups: (a) those that rûighÈ well be vulnerable, (b)
those that might not be vulnerable, anil (c) Èhose
that cannot be categorizeil because they are too
ilifferent or special. Then, those bridges that
might be vulnerabl-e shoul¿l be exanined carefully,
and, if they are vulnerabJ-e, some means to nake the¡n
invulnerable or less vulnerable should be clevised.
This last is easier said than done. It is easy in
the design of a new bridge to specify foundations 5
or l0 feet deeper, and it does not cost very nuch.
Whether one can actually add to the depth of exist-
ing foundations is arguable (but to no good pur-
pose)t however, a neasure such as encircling exist-
ing piers and abutments with sheet piling is going
to be costly. Àny rneasures to reduce the vulnera-
bí1ity of a bridge are líke1y to be costly, and the
renaining life and value of the britlge may erell be
less than when built (in constant dollars, of
course). Therefore, it nay not be econo¡nica1 to
build in resistance to the ¡naxinun expected flood.
However, proÈection against so¡¡e Ìeve1 of flooding
can probably be justifieil in most cases--after all,
a brídge failure will always represent a sizable
rnonetary loss, not only that of the bridge itself,
but also that associatecl with ¿le1ay of the traffic
that cannot use the bridge.

Eventually all bridges should be examinedr êVên
those that were initially included in the group that
night not be vulnerable. It will be the third
group--those bridges that are special or different--
that will give the ¡nost trouble. Either the examiner
will need a lot of gooil imagination or there xrill
need to be ¡nore research in the laboratory. All
geonetry and all situations have noÈ been stuilied
adequately, so the exaniner who sets out to predict
\rhat can happen to existing bridges ís going to
encounter things unknown and unanswered questions
that point to the neeal for further research.

RESEARCH

There are three things that need to be predicted in
assessing the vulnerabilíty of a bridge to floods:
(a) the scour at the brídge foundations, (b) the
Iateral force of the flow on the bridge, and (c) the
backwater due to the bridge. Then, of course, it is
necessary to go on to predict hord the bridge witl
react to the scour anil lateral force and what addi-
tlonal floodíng will occur because of the backwater.

The predictíon of scour is a three-step process:
(a) the.establishment of a flood nagnitude-freguency
relationship iniluding the nagnitude of the maximun
expected flood, (b) the.quantitative description of
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the hydraulics of the floocl flows includíng the
divination of the future course and degradation of
the river, and (c) the prediction of the scour at
the bridge foundations.

Hydrology

There are those who believe in the infinite tails of
the probability distribution functions used in hy-
drologic studiesi they, as a consequence, also be-
lieve in infinite flood magnitudes. In this finite
world there are no infinite floods; it.is not pos-
sible to design for an infinite flood; and therefore
those believing in the infinite flood will almost
ínevitably advise building for the wrong flooal--one
th_at is eíther too bíg or too s¡nall. Because bridges
are usually expensive anil because of the societal
and econo¡nic need for the bridge, the flood of pri-
mary interest is the maxirnurn expected flood. This
is not the rnaxitnun flood anybody can conceive of
happening, but nerely a flood conparable to the
Iargest floods that have happened in the region, or
rnaybe slightly larger if the records are short. For
the question of the maxinu¡n expected f1ood, recent
work by geomorphologists is very important. Through
the exanínation of slack-water deposits, Kochel et
al. (g) 

' have shown that the 1954 flood on the Pecos
River vras the largest in the past 2,000, perhaps
10r000, years. That, certainly, should qualify the
1954 flood as the maxi¡num expected flood.

Because design for the maxi¡nun expected flood is
the ultÍnate, the desÍgn process should start with
it and then ask how much can be saved by bullding
for a lesser flood and taking a chance on a loss.
wilt ít be worth the risk? Seldom vrill the answer
be "yesrn and when it is, it will probably be in a
case where trâffic can be interrupted by a frequent
(2- to lo-year) floo¿l as long as the briclge ís not
substantially damaged. Presuning that one designs
for the optinurn (however one operationally fínds the
optimum), precíse return intervals or probabilities
for various magnitude floods are not necessaryi one
design is about as gootl or bad as another because
the optimum is flat, not a cusp. In this writer's
opinion, the lO0-year flood is a poLitical floocl we
could better do \rithout, and the money being spent
on deternining the I00-year floo¿l and its extent
could bètter be spent invesÈigating prehistoric
floods to establish maximum expected floods.

Hv¿lraulics

oeciding on the depth of flow, the direction of
flow, and the distribution of flow across the full
width of flow to predict scour is not easy, even for
a river ehannel and flooclplain as they exist. This
is not enough. One must describe the character of
the flow for the channel and floodplain as they
might exist at some tine during the Iífe of the
bridge. This is the step where divine inspiration
would be very helpful but i{here inagination ancl so¡ne
knowledge and experience in the behavior of rivers
must suffice.

The description of the flow must be more than the
one-dinensional analysis that is corunonly enployed
to descrÍbe the flow in the river. Sone notion of
the tlro-¿linensional pattern of flow in the ptan view
is absolutely required, and overtones of the third
di¡nension are more than just desirable. The se¿li-
ment-transport pattern of supply and capacity is
needed for the determination of scour and deposi-
tion. The depth and direction of flow are needed to
predict the scour at piers. The depth of flow and
the quantity of flow obstrucÈed by the approach
embankment and abutrnênt are needed to predict the
scour at the abutment.
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For existíng brídges, the routine inspection
prograrn should be expanded to include observatíons
of the river upstream and downstream (with pictures
for the record and for comparison over the years).
If the channel is shifting or the streanbed is de-
grading or aggrading, the original design calcula-
tions shouLd be referred to in order to check
whether vrhät is happening is within the conditions
for which the foundations were designed. If not,
there should be a deternination of whether somethÍng
should be done. There is always the possibility
that in the nbig floodrn the river wiJ.l change dras-
tically and suddenly. Insofar as possible, however,
this drastic, sudden change shouLd have been anÈicí-
pated during design. It is known that rivers widen
during major hurricane floods (!r9), and the reglae
equations from India (7) inply widening. A recent
dissertaÈion by Silverston (-q.) gives an analytic
basis for this tendency to widen and indicates that
for rivers in regions like Arízona the widening
tendency is more extreme than would be predicted by
the regime equations.

Scour

This writer feels that the prediction of local scour
at the piers and abutments is the easier part of the
game as long as the geonetry of the situation bears
sone resetnblance to the geonetries that have been
studied Ín the laboratory. For others, this nay not
be guíte the case. There are a nunber of relation-
ships that have been proposed for predicting the
depth of scour; for most, therefore, the first dif-
ficulty is to decide which relationship to use. To
use all of them and take an average is to plead an
inability to make a crucial tlecÍsion. This paper is
not the place to go into a conprehensive critigue of
the various scour relationships, but Figure 2 shows
the prinary difference betv¡een sorne of the scôur
relationships. The experimental data are frorn a
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FIGURE 2 Comparison of various scour formulas with experimental

data.

thesis by Alawi (9). The Laursen curve includes the
clear-water scour case, the goocl general movement
case, and the transition between (1q-1a). The
deepest scour is that predicted by lhe colorado
State University version of scour, which can be
found in a training and design manual prepared for
the Federal Highway Ad¡ninistration (11). The ,fain
and Fischer relationship is from a study, conducted
at the Iovra lnstitute of Hydraulic Research, that
achieved supercritical flow (14). The difference in
opinion about the effect of velocity (or Froude
nunber) on the depth of scour Ís shown again but
fro¡n differenÈ points of view in FÍgures 3 and 4.

Hov¿ does one "proven which scour relationship (if
any) is correct? By means of field measurements, of
course. A few have been made. Most if not all are
so¡newhat flawed and are not entirely satisfying.
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FIGURE 4 Scour predictions for typical Arizona
conditions.

Figure 5 is a comparison of soÍìe measurenents and
the Laursen scour predictions, done as honestly and
well as possible. Finally, it can be stated with
Iittle fear of contrailiction thât if the CSU,/HIRE
(13) scour relationship preclicted the true state of
affairs, there woulil be very fevr bridges still
standing in Arizona.

This observation is illustrated by the sarne
littler old bridge betrdeen Tucson and Nogales men-

Meosured scour (ft)

I Klingemon (27)

^ Hopkins (28)

FIGURE 5 hedicted Q!) and measured pier
scour.
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tioned before ($) that had footings only 6 ft beloht
streanbed. A reasonable esti¡nate of the flow pattern
of the flood of 1968 resulted in a prediction using
the Laursen relationships that the one abutnent
would settle as it did. Ànother nreasonable" esti-
¡nate of the flow pattern of the flood of 1978 re-
sulted in the prediction that the piers would fail
(some bank-protection erork had been done and a bor-
row pit had been dug durÍng the construction of the
InterståËe). If a more correct scour prediction had
been much less, there r{as no good reason for the
danage and failure that occurred. If a rnore correct
scour pre¿liction had been much tnore, the bridge
shouLd have failed years before Ín some lesser
flood. Therefore, the scour preilictions must have
been better than just iin the ball parkr" and pre-
ilictions t$rice as large because of a velocity effect
could not have been more correct.

Backwater

Highway enbankments across the floodplains and a
bridge across a river channel are without a doubt
obstructions to the flood floer. Therefore, the
question of how much backwater is caused by the
obstruction is valid and should be asked. Unfortu-
nately, the usual ans\rer is based on some varíation
of the backwater to be expected for a boundary con-
striction in a conparatively narrow fixed bed and
bank flume. rf the valley is wide, and especially
if it is heavily vegetated, the backwater may be
much different and much greater (16). on the other
hand, if there is scour, the backwater may be nuch
less (1I). Experiments at Colorado state UniversiÈy
(cSU) found that if there was scour the backwater
i{as so small it vras soneti¡nes rneasured as negative
(17). It is possible the negative backwater was
real and not measurenent èrror becauser if the jet
issuing fron the bridge opening digs itself a long
contractionr the overall energy loss cân be less
than that of the natural flood flow. The backwater
with scour found in a small laboratory flume is
shor+n in Figure 6 (I8). In Figure 7 that backwater
is compared with the backwater predicted by the FHWA
procedures without and with scour. The scour used
r,¡as the measured scour, because the FHWA procedure
gave no hint of how to predict scour.

Lateral Force

A solution for the lateral force on a bridge super-
structure was published recently by Naudascher (lÐ.
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FIGURE 7 Backwater comparisons with scour (IIl).

. This solution does not include the lateral force on
the piers, rvhich can be irnportant even if the water
level does not get up to the bridge superstructure.
itlore inportanÈ, this solutlon does not include the
effect of debris. Of course, one nust know how rnuch
of rdhat kind of debris, and this ís a great unknow-
able. Today one starts to think in terns of nobile
hornes nhen one thinks of debris. These could be
even erorse than the timber and lumber that erere
plastered against the bridges in northern Callfornla
in the floo¿ls of about 15 years ago.

Naudascherrs soÌution does not consider the ef-
fect of scour either. The sluice-gate flow pattern
at the water surface would probably result in seour
of an erodible bed. The flon, as a whole, vrould
then experience very 1ittle contraction. It is
difficult to say whether the floer âround the super-
structure and the pressure ¿listribution around the
structual ¡ne¡nbers ¡vould be noticeably different with
and without scour, but the backlrater wouldl be less
and the water should not be as high on the super-
structure. Experinents need to be repeate¿l with an
erodible bed.

INADEQUATELY ÀNSI|IERED QUESTIONS

The instant one tries to assess the vulnerability of
brídges to floods, one begins to ask questions and
fínds the anwers are not conpletely saÈisfying. The
first questions are about hydrology, and guickly one
finds that information about the ¡naximum flood to be
expected ls lacking. Carmody (29), tooking at the
largest floods in Arízona, found none of the largest
floods adequately documented and, upon critlcal
exanination, many appeared to be estl¡nated ultracon-
servatively high. The next questions are about the
hydraulics of the flow, an¿l one finds that there is
not a satisfâctory and convincing method of solving
flood flow as a thro-dimensional problen.

These questions relate to the preliminary Steps
in predicting scour. $¡hen one comes to predicting
the scour itself, nore questions will arise. The
questions of which scour predictlon eguatiÕn is
best, what ís the effect of velocity or Froude num-
ber, and what is the backwater have been raised
already and answers suggested. One is almost bound
to run into geometry that has not been tested: Do
very short elliptical piçrs lose all their shape
effect? What about very long, thin piers at an
angle to the flohr and spaced so closely that the
piers overlap? Exploratory research indicated Èhat
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most but not all of the shape effect is 1ost, even
for 2 to I and 1.5 to I ellipses, and that the over-
lapping length of the long, thin piers can be
ignored (2I,221

REIqEDTAL !,TEÀSURES

v¡hen an existing bridge has been determined to be
vuLnerable to scour, there are several renedlat
measures that can be considered and that are not
changes to the bridge itself: (a) spur dlkes to
guide the flord and thereby lessen the scour, (b)
riprap to lirnit the depth of scour, and (c) a sill
structure to raise the streambed.

SÞur Dikes

Spur dikes can guide the flon, but how long nust
they be to correct the flow in the center of the
channel? A good answer to this question is stilt
lacking. Spur ilikes also shift the deepest scour to
the end of the spur dike, away from the abutnent.
This is good, but lt means that the spur dike rnust
be long enough so that the tail of the scour hole
has about reached bed elevation, as was denonstrated
ín another exploratory study (23). Eoryever, another
caution in the use of spur dikes is that they nust
stay there tluring the big floocl or they r{ill not do
their job hrhen ¡nost needed. Again, there is really
no available information on how the spur dike shoutd
be protecteil or how long it will last durlng the bíg
f1ood.

Riprap

I The available means of sizing riprap is the result
of an analysls of the long contraction of the clear-
water casê QQ) adaptea to the pier or abutnent in
the sane manner as the sedlment-transporting case.
Approxinate evaluations for the boundary shear and
the critícal t.ractive force, which were reasonable
and perhaps slíghtly conservative for channel flow,
were enployed in this analysis. À little bit of
fragmentary evidence frorn the CSU tests seemed to be
confirnatory. The solutlon seenecl to work falrly
well ln predicting field measurements from Alaska;
however, the slze of the self-sorteal riprap was not
measured there and had to be assumed. Another ex-
ploratory investigation at the University of Àrizona
(24) suggests that the critical tractive force can
be taken as 7d instead for' 4d (d = riprap size in
feet), giving riprap slzes of about half those that
would be given by the original solution. Especially
in Àrizona, that is weLcome news because of the high
flos velocities of 15 or 20 fps, requiring riprap of
6-foot diameter or ¡nore using tbe 4d criterion.
Iquch nore testing needs to be done to be more sure
of this prelininary finding.

SiIl Structures

À sill downstrea¡n frorn the bridge is often Èhe pre-
ferrecl solution in Arizona for reclucing the vulnera-
bÍtity of an existing bridge. One reason is that
degradation Is a contributing factori strean slopes
are so greât that a snall percentage flattening of
tbe slope or shortening of the strearn can result in
nany feet of degradation. Combining several paral-
lel washes in one drainage structure is, in effect,
a long contraction case hrith lesser slope. Another
reason is that, in nuch of Arizona, one is not
rrorried about backwater ând flooding. fn addition,
a construction style of H-piles (or o1d railroad
rail), heavy wlre fabric, and loose rock (of which
there is plenty in Arlzona) useC by contråctors
experienced ln this construction keeps prices down.
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Laursen

The key question in designing a sílL structure is
the depth of scour on the dovrnstream side, or toe,
of the structure. If the scour can be predicted,
various si11 geometries for various flows can be
designed, and a ilecision can be made about whât to
build. Note that most of the possibLe loss is the
bridlge. Because no one Ìras able to find the neecleil
scour-predicting fornulas, this became the subject
of a research project sponsoreil by the Arizona
Department of Transportation. The t$¡o geonetries
studied lrere the vertÍcal wall and a I vertical (V)
to 4 horizontal (H) sloping sill.

Experl¡nents with a vertical-walI si11 structure
resulted in the following equation to predict the
scour at the toe (25):

D,/y" = 80"/wo)3t4 - 116 
+ (V"/w¡)l/[1 + (zAws/y")] 7'] (1)

where

Ds = the scour measured fron the dorrnstrean
water surface,

yc = the critical depth of flow,
vc = the critical velocity,
wo = the fall velocity of a guartz sphere of

the nedian sieve ilÍa¡neter, and
ôWS = the drop in water surface upstrean to

donnstream of the si1l.

Figure I shows that, except for a few inexpJ.ic-
able runs, the equation predicts the depth of scour

peo
t+zo Grovel Pebbles

AOV

ot?3
Meosured Da (fl )

FIGURE B fümparison of measured and predicted
scour at the toe of a vertical wall (25),

correctly or conservatively. It shoul¿l be noted
that alÈhough the flovr was supposed. to be two dimen-
sional, the resulting scour was,not two di¡nensional.
variation in the scour across the strean is to be
expected in reaL life.

The sedinent left the scour hole in suspension in
the case of the vertical wa1l. The next experinents
were with a sloping sill with a slope of lV to 4H
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(26). In this case, the sedirnent left the scour as
beil load except during the early stages of the de-
velopment of the scour hole. Another clifference rras
that the drop in vrater surface was not an inportant
pararneter, but that the size of the riprap covering
the slLl structure was. The scour pretliction equa-
Èion was

4/y" = 4(y"/d)o'' - 3(d,, ly Jo't

where

Ds = the scour ¡neasured fro¡n the downstream
water surface,

yc = the critical depth of flow,
d = the dia¡neter of the sediment being scoured

out, and
<1., = the dianeter of the riprap.

The comparison of measured and prealicted scour is
shown in Figure 9.

Yumo
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FIGURE 9 Comparison of measured and predicted
scour ¿rt the toe of a sloping sill (!É).

For both sills the scour is less when the flow is
transporting sedirnent, but hoi{ much less depends on
how much sedinent is being transported. If the
critical flovr at the brink of the sill is transport-
ing the maximum load it can, the scour is about 75
percent of the clear-nater scour. À great many runs
would be necessary to evâluate the secliment-trans-
porting case adeguately, but because the reduction
is probably less than 25 percent, the effort does
not seem warranted at thís time.

The scour can also be less if the scour hole is
riprapped, whether by self-sorting or artificially.
fn the case of the vertical sill, the depth of scour
of the riprapped hole neeils to be 50 percent more
than it would be if the riprap were the se¿li¡nent
being scoured. This is because, ât the natural
límit' there is still action in the botton of the
scour hole¡ the surface naterial ls moved about and
the underlying rnaterial is exposed. fven if nevt
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naterial is not brought in for riprappíng, it is
suggested that the best .practice would be to exca-
vate a preforned scour hole and cover the botton of
the scour hole with the coarsest fraction of the
excavateal material. This assunes, of course, that
Èhere is coarse ¡naterial in the native materiali
otherwise, it will have to be imported. This tech-
nique will ensure that all the coarse material will
be available for riprap; otherwise, in the initial
stages of scour-hole clevelopnent, much coarse rnate-
rial can be lost.

The sloping sill would seen to be the preferable
form for several reasons: The scour depth is less¡
the basic structure is just an earthen dike (aI-
though it needs to be protected by anchorecl riprap);
and it can bg ad¿led to easily if the tailwater con-
tinues to drop because of continued ¿legradation.

SUMI4ARY

The thesis of this paper is that it is in the public
interest that the vulnerability of bridges to ftoods
be lessened. Bridges are expensivet they are vítal
links in our transportation systemi and nany of them
are vulnerable to an unjustifiable (probably also
unknown) ilegree.

In the design phase of nev, bridges, hydraulics
and scour sþould be duly considered in planning,
site selection, and final design. This is not to
say that hydraulícs should dictate design, nerely
that it shoulil be properly considered and any vu1-
nerability should be assessed and justified.

The natter of existing bridges, new and old, is
much more dífficulÈ to work out. A prograrn is needecl
to assess the vulnerabitity of every existing bridge
and to contrive remeilial neâsures to lessen the
vulnerabilíty of those bridges worth saving. This
would be a progran conparable to the ongoing bridge
inspection progratn in size, in scope, and in inpor-
tance. It would differ in that v¡hen a bridge has
once been assessed for vulnerability to floodsr only
cursory inspectíon should be required to be sure
hyclraulic conditions have not changed.

There would be difficulty in carrying out such a
program--partly because of the sheer nurnber of
bridges that would be involved; partly because there
are questions regaréling hydrology, hydraulics, and
scour that re¡nain unanswered or not answered ade-
quately and convincingly.

fn hydrology the nost important and difficult
question is the magnitude of the naximum flood to be
considered in evaluating designs. In hydraulics the
most important and difficult question is the two-
dinensional flo\r pattern in the vicinity of the
bridge, includíng the backr'rater alue to the brídge.
For scour the nost difficul-t question is probably
which scour-prediction relatÍonship to use.

Further investigations are needed to better
answer all these guestions. In contriving renedial
neasures, other studies will be needed. To illus-
trate this contention, several exploratory studies
have been referred tot the most pronising of these
is the one that indicated that the riprap size
needed to arrest scour night be half that previously
índicated.

Finâlly, the results of a laboratory investiga-
tion of the scour at the toe of sill struclures are
given in the forn of scour-predicting equations for
a vertical waIl and for a sloping sill. The need to
have this guestion answered vras apparent to the
ArÍzona Departnent of Transportation as they em-
barked on a progran to re-evaluate the ¡nost vulner-
able of their brldges and to contríve remedial nea-
sures for those too vulnerable.
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Computer-Based Prediction of Alluvial Riverbed Changes

F.M. HOLLY, JR., T. NAKATO, and J.F. KENNEDY

ABSTRÀCT

Recênt investigations and research prograns
at the lo\ra Institute of Hydraulic Research
have invoLved both the analysis and develop-
nent of conputer-based sinulation techniques
for alluvial ríverbed evolution. The primary
use of such techniques is in the prediction
of riverbed aggradation and degradation
caused by perturbations in the river's equi-
librium geometry an¿l sedinent inflow supply
over extended reaches. In this paper Èhe
mathenatical basis of the problem is re-
viewed and several general numerícal ap-
proaches and associated difficulties are
¿lescribed. Seven published proqrans are
then described, and their perfornance when
applied to three actual field situations is
cornpared. The conclusions poínt out a crit-
ical dependence on field data and identify
the need for further research in understand-
ing physical mechanisms such as sediment
sorting, arnoring, scourr and deposition.

Mother Nature, in providing the Earth with a systen
of ¿lrainage channels to return surface waters to the

sea, has endo\ded man in general, and river engineers
in particular, with both a blessing and a curse. The
blessing is that rivers whose channels are forned of
l-oose, noncohesive alluviu¡n are able to a¿ljust their
geonetry to carry wiclely varying tlischarges with
only moderate changes in water-surface elevation.
The curse is that river engineers have found this
self-regulating nechanisn extre¡neIy difficult to
underatand and accommodate in their projects.

The sheer complexity of alluvial river responset
which involves dozens of relevant variabLes and even
anbiguity as to which are the depèndent and inde-
pendent ones, has defiecl atternpts to fornulate a

coherent, reliable, "desktop" netho¿loLogy for aI-
luvial river design. Although field experienee and
laboratory tests have led to the establishnent of
fairly reliable procedures for the prediction of
local scour around bridge piers, bank stabilityr ancl
oÈher such loca1 phenornena' no such procedures exist
for the analysis of alluvíal riverbed and bank
changes over long river reaches and exÈendeil periotls
of time.

The design engineerrs interest in alluvial river
response is generally focused on anticipating how

the riverbed and $¡ater-surface elevations will
change if an existing stable or equilibrium situa-
tion is perturbed. This perturbation may be the


